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Motivating questions

§Request from UN Relief and Works Agency



The usual anxieties of  estimating effects from 
observational data…

§ Limited comparability of prior studies 

§ Inconsistent estimates

§Reverse causality

§Selection bias

§Weak instruments

§Non-linear responses 

§Misclassification

§Barriers to an RCT



Why not just give up?
(On point estimates)



Bounds analysis: the idea



Bounds analysis

§Nonparametric
§Defensible, often testable assumptions
§Identify the treatment effect without exogenous variation
§Avoid the word salad (ATET, LATE, etc.)



The goal: get some “worst case scenario” bounds on the 
treatment effect

§Suppose Yt is health outcome given exposure t 
§What we want: Y1− Y0 (change in outcome if unenrolled 
vs enrolled)
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Decomposing…

Outcome if unenrolled (Y1) =
(Proportion unenrolled) * (Outcome of people unenrolled) *
+
(Proportion enrolled) * (Outcome of enrolled people if unenrolled)

Outcome if enrolled (Y0) = 
(Proportion enrolled) * (Outcome of people enrolled) 
+ 
(Proportion unenrolled) * (Outcome of unenrolled people if enrolled) 



We can do better with three (reasonable?) assumptions

§Monotone treatment selection = MTS
§Monotone treatment response = MTR
§Monotone instrumental variable = MIV



We can do better with three (reasonable?) assumptions

§Monotone treatment selection = MTS

• The unenrolled are negatively selected: 
they have worse or equal average potential health



Example application
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We can do better with three (reasonable?) assumptions

§Monotone treatment selection = MTS
§Monotone treatment response = MTR

• Getting unenrolled does not improve your outcome
• We can test (and reject!) this assumption
• bounds tighten further: now ranging from the observed mean 

difference in outcomes to zero



Example application



We can do better with three (reasonable?) assumptions

§Monotone treatment selection = MTS
§Monotone treatment response = MTR
§Monotone instrumental variable = MIV

• weak monotonic relation between the instrument and the outcome
• E.g., some districts with easier re-enrollment forms = equal or 

lower probability of getting unenrolled
• Bounds tighten further: 

‒Calculate the bounds at each level of the instrument
‒Tighten upper/lower bounds so that they step up with each 

instrument value



Example application



Compare to OLS…and to an old RCT when program was first 
introduced

§Bounding: 
Worse health if unenrolled: 
Healthy Eating Index effect = 
(-4.08, -1.81)

§OLS: correcting for all available covariates: 
Null health effect if unenrolled = 
-0.74 (-3.63, +2.15)

§RCT when program was introduced 
(opposite sign, as people were enrolled, not unenrolled) =  
+2.1 (+1.8, +2.4)



Discussion

§Key advantages:
• Less-severe, often testable

assumptions to estimate effects
• Particularly helpful for selection problems



The End…ish

§Some software: in Stata, type “help tebounds”
§Some papers:

• Cygan-Rehm , 2017. Bounding the causal effect of unemployment on 
mental health. Health Economics.

• McCarthy, 2015. Bounding treatment effects. Stata Journal.
§Some funders:

• UN, NIH (DP2 MD010478, R01 HL132814, U54 MD010724), Wellcome
Trust


